
Phage Name: 
Your Name: 
Your Institution: 
Your email: 

Additional emails: 
 (For correspondence) 

Please check each box indicating completion of each task. If you are not sure how to do something,
please see the Online Bioinformatics manual page "How to Pass Preliminary Review".  

1. Does the genome sequence in your final contain the same number of bases and is it the
same as the posted sequence on phagesdb.org?

2. Are all the genes “valid” when you click the “validate” button?
3. Have the genes been renumbered such that they go sequentially from 1 to the highest

number?
4. Have all old BLAST hits been cleared, and all gene features reBLASTed?
5. Are the locus tags the"SEA_ PHAGENAME"?
6. Has the Documentation been recreated to match the information in the feature table?
7. Have tRNA ends been adjusted with web-based Aragorn and/or tRNAscan SE?
8. Has the frameshift in the tail assembly chaperone been annotated (where applicable?)

9. For the items below, generate a genome profile, and review the following.  For the

YourPhageName_CompleteNotes.dnam5 file:

a. Have any duplicate genes (or any with the same stop coordinate?) been removed?
b. Does every gene have one and only one complete set of Notes
c. Do the functions in the Notes match the official function list?
d. Are all three lines of functional evidence described for EVERY gene?
e. Do the notes contain the initial Glimmer/GeneMark data from the autoannotation?

For the YourPhageName .dnam5 file:
a. Have any duplicate genes (or any with the same stop coordinate?) been removed?
b. Is the Notes field empty (including hidden marks?)
c. Do the function names in the Product field either match the official function list or 

say "Hypothetical Protein"?
d. Is the Function field empty (including hidden marks?) 
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10. Did you use PECAAN to annotate your phage?
If, so please describe how in the text field  after question 11.

11. Describe any issues or specific genes that you were unable to satisfactorily resolve,
and warrant further inspection in the Quality Control review.

https://seaphagesbioinformatics.helpdocsonline.com/untitled-16

	Phage Name: Daubenski
	Institution: University of Evansville
	Other emails: jc586@evansville.edu, ze19@evansville.edu, ak312@evansville.edu, st200@evansville.edu
	email: ap96@evansville.edu
	1: Yes
	2: Yes
	3: Yes
	4: Yes
	6: Yes
	5: Yes
	9: Yes
	10: Yes
	11: Yes
	12: Yes
	13: Yes
	14: Yes
	15: Yes
	16: Yes
	Describe: Gene 3, 2866-2455: HHpred results indicate a mitochondrial ribosomal protein, but it makes no sense as to why it would be present in a phage genome.Gene 10, 6180-5740: Significant support for ParB_N_like function, but no other phage in BLAST called this function.Gene 25, 12504-12022: Restriction Endonuclease is another possible function but not as probable as Endonuclease VII.Gene 32, 14922-14521: Notes for Potential Functions:https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DNA-binding_protein_from_starved_cellshttps://www.rcsb.org/structure/4M32.Gene 37, 18191-17655: Low HHpred values for functions but very significant supporting information for function in NCBI BLAST and PhagesDB BLAST.Gene 49, 30011-30880: Better Z and Final Scores, but large gap at 30155Does have matches in HHpred to required phage for head-to-tail adapter, but probabilities are low.Gene 53, 32750-33373: High percentages and e-values for NCBI and BLAST, but no function found through HHpred.Gene 54, 33470-33811: No function found in HHpred, and low % identity for the tail assembly chaperone from NCBI, but high e-values in NCBI and BLAST. NKF determined, but may consider tail assembly chaperone.Gene 58, 40907-44098: No HHpred function, but good NCBI and BLAST results for minor tail protein.Gene 63, 51670-52038: Matches with high probability with HHpred from mycobacterium smegmatis.Gene 122, 88447-88998: Lo Z score but conserved in Starterator.Gene 167, 108917-110824: Appears to have strong matches for rIIA-like protein (characterized in T4), but is not an approved function.Gene 168, 110817-111794: Appears to have strong matches for rIIB-like protein (characterized in T4), but is not an approved function.Gene 169, 111887-112654: No certain function from HHpred results, but strong evidence for phosphoesterase from NCBI BLAST.Gene 208, 128556-128116: Other phage changed starts to 128562, but no results from NCBI when the start is changed.Gene 213, 130555-130211: Gap too large to call Suggested Start.
	Your Name: Justin Cummings, Zach Eaglin, Anthony Kluemper, Spencer Thompson
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